Introduction
High test quality when testing a System-on-Chip (SOC) is a must. However, high quality requires a large test data volume to be stored in the limited memory of the ATE (Automatic Test Equipment). Currently, the test data volume for SOCs increases faster than the number of transistors in a design [16] . The increasing test data volume is due to (1) high number of fault sites because of the high amount of transistors, (2) new defect types introduced with nanometer process technologies, and (3) faults related to timing and delay since systems have higher performance and make use of multiple-clock domains [16] . In addition, updating to a new ATE is expensive, hence not an alternative. The problem is therefore, in order to have the highest possible test quality, to find techniques to make the test data volume fit the limited memory of the existing ATE.
Vranken et al. [16] discuss three alternatives to make the test data fit the ATE; (1) test memory reload, where the test data is divided into several partitions, is possible but not practical due to the high time involved, (2) test data truncation, the ATE is filled as much as possible and the test data that does not fit the ATE is simply not applied, leads to reduced test quality, and (3) test data compression, the test stimuli is compressed, however, it does not guarantee that the test data will fit the ATE. Thus there is a need for a usable technique that ensures high test quality while making sure the test data volume fits the ATE memory.
The test data must also be organized or scheduled in the ATE. A recent industrial study showed that by using test scheduling the test data was made to fit the ATE [3] . The study clearly showed that ATE memory limitations is a real and critical problem.
Test scheduling reduces the amount of idle bits to be stored in the ATE, and therefore scheduling must be considered in combination with test data reduction. Also when discussing memory limitations, the ATE memory depth in bits is equal to the maximal test application time for the system in clock cycles [9] . Hence, the memory constraint can be seen as a time constraint.
In this paper, we explore test data truncation. The aim is a technique that maximizes test quality while making sure that the selected test data fits the ATE. We assume that given is a core-based design and for each core defect probability, maximal fault coverage and size of the test set are given. We define for each core and its test data a CTQ (core test quality) metric and for the system a STQ (system test quality) metric. The metrics reflect that test data should be selected from a core (1) with high probability of having a defect and (2) where it is possible to detect a fault using a minimal number of test vectors. For the fault coverage function we make use of an estimation. Fault simulation can extract fault coverage at each test vector, however, it is a time consuming process and also it might not be applicable for all cores due to IPprotection, for instance.
The test vectors in a test set can be applied in any order. However, regardless of order, it is well-known in the test community that the first stimuli detects a higher number of faults compared to stimuli applied at the end of testing a testable unit, and that the function fault coverage versus number of test vectors is approximately exponential/ logarithmic. We therefore assume that the fault coverage over time for a core can be approximated to an exponential/ logarithmic function.
We make use of CTQ metric to select test data volume for each core in such a way that the test quality for the system is maximized (STQ), and we integrate the selection with test scheduling in order to verify that the selected test data volume really fits the ATE memory. We have implemented our technique and we have made experiments that demonstrate that high test quality can be achieved by applying only a sub-set of the test stimuli. Furthermore, it is possible to turn the problem (and our solution), and view it as: for a certain test quality, which test data should be selected to minimize the test application time.
The advantage with our technique is that given a corebased system with test sets, a number on maximal fault coverage, and defect probability per core, we can select test data for the system and schedule the selected test data in such a way that the test quality is maximized and the selected test data fits the ATE memory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present related work, and in Section 3 the problem definition is given. The test quality metric is defined in Section 4 and our test data selection and scheduling approach is described in Section 5. The experiments are presented in Section 6 and finally the paper is concluded in Section 7.
Related Work
Test scheduling and test data compression are examples of approaches proposed to reduce the high test data volumes that must be stored in the ATE in order to test SOCs.
The idea in test scheduling is to organize the test bits in the ATE in such a way that the number of introduced so called idle bits (not useful bits) is minimized. The gain is reduced test application time and reduced test data volume. A scheduling approach depends on a test architecture such as the AMBA test bus [4] , the test bus [15] and the TestRail [13] . Iyengar et al. [8] proposed a technique to partition the set of scan chain elements (internal scan chains and wrapper cells) at each core into wrapper chains, which are connected to TAM wires in such a way that the total test time is minimized. Goel et al. [3] showed that ATE memory limitation is a critical problem. On an industrial design they showed that by using an effective test scheduling technique the test data can be made to fit the ATE.
There has also been scheduling techniques that make use of an abort-on-fail strategy, that is the testing is terminated as soon as a fault is detected. Koranne's minimizes the average-completion time by scheduling short tests early [11] . Other techniques have taken the defect probability for each testable unit into account [5, 10, 12] . Huss and Gyurcsik proposed a sequential technique using of a dynamic programming algorithm for ordering the tests [5] , while Milor and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli presents a sequential technique based on selection and ordering of test sets [14] . Jiang and Vinnakota proposed a sequential technique, where the information about the fault coverages provided by the tests is extracted from the manufacturing line [10] [7] , Chandra and Chakrabarty Frequency-directed run-length codes [2] , and Volkerink et al. Packet-based codes [17] .
All approaches above reduces the ATE memory requirement. The main advantage with the techniques is that the highest possible test quality is reached. However, the main disadvantage is that techniques do not guarantee that the test data volume fits the ATE. Hence, they might not be applicable in practice. It means that there is a need for a technique that in a systematic way defines the test data volume for a system in such a way that the test quality is maximized while the test data is guaranteed to fit the ATE memory.
Problem Formulation
We assume that given is a core-based architecture with n cores denoted by i. For each core i in the system, the following is given:
• sc ij ={sc i1 , sc i2 ,..., sc im } -the length of the scanned elements at core i are given where m is the number of scanned elements, • pp i -the pass probability per core and, • dp i -the defect probability per core (given as 1-pp i ).
For the system, a maximal TAM bandwidth W tam , a maximal number of k TAMs, and a upper-bound memory constraint M max on the memory depth in the ATE are given.
The TAM bandwidth W tam is to be partitioned into a set of k TAMs that we denote by j each of width W tam ={w 1 , w 2 , ..., w k } in such a way that:
and on each TAM, one core can be tested at a time.
Since the memory depth in the ATE (in bits) is equal to the test application time for the system (in clock cycles) [9] , the memory constraint can be seen as a time constraint τ max :
Our problem is to:
• For each core i select the number of test vectors (stv i ), • Partition the given TAM width W tam into no more than k TAMs, • Determine the width of each TAM (w j ), • Assign each core to one TAM, and • Assign a start time for the testing of each core.
The selection of test data (stv i for each core i) and the test scheduling should be done in such a way that the test quality of the system (defined in Section 4) is maximized while the ATE memory depth (M max ) (test application time τ max ) is met.
Test Quality Metric
For the truncation scheme we need a test quality metric to (1) select test data for each core and (2) to measure the system test quality. We take the following parameters into account to measure test quality: defect probability, fault coverage, and number of applied test vectors. The defect probability, the probability that a core is defect, can be collected from the production line or set by experience. Defect probability has to be taken into account since it is better to select test data for a core with a high defect probability since it is more likely to hold a defect compared to a core with a low defect probability.
The possibility to detect faults depends on the fault coverage versus the number of applied test vectors, hence the fault coverage and the number of applied test vectors also have to be taken into account. Fault simulation can be used to extract which fault each test vector detect. However, in a complex core-based design with a high number of cores, fault simulation for each core is, if possible due to IPprotection, highly time consuming. We therefore make use of an estimation technique. The fault coverage does not increase linearly over the number of applied test vectors. Figure 1 shows the fault coverage for a set of ISCAS benchmarks. And the following observation can be made: the curves have an exponential/logarithmic behaviour (as in Figure 2 ). We assume that the fault coverage after applying stv i for core i can be estimated to:
where the slopeConst is given as follows: and the +1 is used to adjust the curve to passes the origin.
For each core i we use the CTQ i (core test quality) as:
and for the system with n cores, we introduce the STQ (system test quality) metric given as:
Test Scheduling and Test Vector Selection
In this section we describe our technique to optimize test quality by using test vector selection and test scheduling under time constraint given by the ATE memory depth (see Eq. 2 and [9] ). Given is a system as described in Section 3. We assume an architecture where the TAM wires can be grouped into several TAMs and the cores connected to the same TAM are tested sequentially [15] . For grouping the scanned elements (scan-chains, input cells, output cells and bidirectional cells) into a balanced number of so called wrapper scan chains, which are to be connected to the TAM wires w j , we make use of the Design_wrapper algorithm proposed by Iyengar et al. [8] . For a wrapper chain configuration at a core i where si i is the longest wrapper scan-in chain and so i is the longest wrapper scan-out chain, the test time τ i (w j ,tv i ) for core i is given by [8] :
where tv i is the number of applied test vectors for core i and w is the TAM width.
We need a way to guide the assignment of cores to TAMs in the case when multiple TAMs exist. We make use of the fact that balancing the wrapper scan-in chain and wrapper scan-out chain introduces different number of ATE idle bits as the TAM bandwidth varies. We define TWU i (TAM width utilization) for a core i at a TAM of width w as:
and we make use of a single wrapper-chain (one TAM wire) as a reference point to introduce WDC (wrapper design cost) that measure the imbalance (introduced number of idle bits) for a TAM width w relative to TAM width 1:
For illustration of variations of ATE idle bits, we plot the value of WDC for different TAM widths, obtained by using core 1 of the ITC'02 benchmark p93791, in Figure 3 .
The algorithm for our test truncation scheme is outlined in Figure 4 . Initially no test vector is selected for any core. The vector that contributes most to improving STQ is
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selected, assigned to a TAM where WDC is minimal and scheduled on the TAM. Additional vectors are selected one by one in such a way that STQ is maximized, and after each selection the schedule is created to verify that the time constraint (ATE memory depth) is met. Note that the test vectors for a core might not be selected in order. However, for the scheduling, the test vectors for each core are grouped and scheduled as a single set. The algorithm (Figure 4 ) assumes a fixed TAM partition (number of TAMs and their width). We have therefore added an outer loop that makes sure that we explore all possible TAM configurations.
Experimental Results
We have implemented the technique and made experiments using five ITC'02 benchmarks, d281, d695, p22810, p34392, and p93791 to demonstrate the importance of considering defect probability, fault coverage, and test data selection. We have added pass probabilities and maximal fault coverage numbers for each core (the data is omitted but for d695 (Table 2) due to space limitations). For the experiments we assume a TAM bandwidth W tam of 32.
All experimental results are collected in Table 3 , and the results on design p22810 are also plotted in Figure 6 . The computational cost for every experiment is in the range of a few seconds to a few minutes. We have performed experiments at various ATE memory depths constraints (equal to time constraints (see Eq. 2 and [9])). The constraints are set as a percentage of the time it would take to apply all test vectors. At each time constraint we make the following experiments:
1. Test scheduling when not considering defect probability nor fault coverage and testing is aborted at τ max (column three (Table 3 ) -technique 1). 2. Test scheduling when considering defect probability but not fault coverage and testing is aborted at τ max (column four (Table 3 ) -technique 2). 3. Test scheduling when considering defect probability as well as fault coverage and testing is aborted at τ max (column five (Table 3 ) -technique 3). 4. Test scheduling and test vector selection when considering defect probability and fault coverage, using one TAM (column six (Table 3 ) -technique 4). 5. Test scheduling and test vector selection when considering defect probability and fault coverage, using up to two TAMs (column seven (Table 3 ) -technique 5). 6. Test scheduling and test vector selection when considering defect probability and fault coverage, using up to three TAMs (column eight (Table 3 ) -technique 6).
We illustrate our technique on design d695 where the time constraint is set to 5% of the maximal test application time and where the selected test data volume per core is reported in Table 1 , and the test schedules for technique 1, 4, and 5 and the corresponding STQ are presented in Figure 5 . From the experimental results collected in Table 3 we learn that the STQ value increases with the time constraint, which is obvious. We also see that test set selection improves the test quality when comparing STQ at the same test time limit. But also important, we note that we can achieve a high test quality at low testing times. Take design p93791, for example, where the STQ value (0.584) for technique 1 at 75% of the testing time is lower than the STQ value (0.748) at only 5% for technique 6. It means that it is possible, by integrating test set selection and test scheduling, to reduce the test application time while keeping the test quality high. 
Conclusions
The test quality when testing a System-on-Chip must be kept high. However, high test quality requires a high test data volume that must fit the limited memory of the ATE (Automatic Test Equipment). A new ATE is expensive and and currently the test data volumes increases at a higher pace than the number of transistors in a system. Several compression schemes and test scheduling techniques have been developed to make the test data fit the ATE memory. However, these techniques reduces the test data volume but they do not guarantee that the volume will fit the ATE. In this paper we have therefore proposed a test data truncation scheme that systematically selects test vectors and schedules the selected test vectors for each core in a core-based system in such a way that the test quality is maximized while the constraint on ATE memory depth is met. We have defined a test quality metric based on defect probability, fault coverage and the number of applied vectors, that is used in the test data selection scheme. We have implemented our technique and the experiments on several ITC'02 benchmarks, at reasonable CPU times, show that high test quality can be achieved by careful selection of test data. Further, our technique can be used to shorten the test application time for a given test quality value. Test vector selection, three TAMs Test vector selection, two TAMs Test vector selection, one TAM Considering dp and fc Considering dp but not fc Not considering dp and fc Table 3 . Experimental results. 1 -only test scheduling, 2 -test scheduling and considering defect probability (dp), 3 -test scheduling considering dp and fault coverage (fc), 4 -test vector selection and test scheduling considering dp and fc at one TAM, 5 -as in 4 but two TAMs, 6 -as in 4 but three TAMs.
